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The game isn't bad for $2. It is the same as Doodle God, but with a slight twist. There isn't as much content, but the art style is
enjoyable and the game is super relaxing. I enjoyed the calming music, even though it is eardrum bursting loud at the beginning.
It's a nice, calming game that I would recommend as a timewaster or an achievement hunter, as you can get all of the
achievements within an hour, maybe a little more. I also enjoy the sorting feature, so you can sort by A-Z, by category, or by
order completed. 8.5/10 It's good, but my ears still hurt from the audio and there isn't a lot of content.. Okay, it took me two and
a half hours to figure out every combination, get all the wild stickers and every achievement thereby. Its a fun diversion to be
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sure, but nothing more. Zero replay value, there could have been more combinations and the one music track repeats endlessly.
To think that I paid 1,49- (with 25% discount) for this is ludicrous.. I picked this up on sale for 0.59, please keep that in mind.
Sticker Craft is a very simple game, but with a lot of hidden easter eggs to discover. You play by combining two stickers
together in the hope that the game will consider them a match, if it does you get a new sticker. You may then combine your new
sticker with other stickers resulting in a large amount of potential combinations. I think whether or not you will enjoy this game
comes down to two simple factors. 1. Will you be satisfied with a game which consists of nothing but combining stickers? There
is no real objective outside of figuring out all the combinations and collecting all the 200+ stickers. As a puzzle game it feels a
little limited due to the lack of gameplay mechanics/challenges, so I'd suggest thinking of it more as a Cookie Clicker-type game
but with a puzzle theme. 2. Do you enjoy oldschool puzzle games/point-and-click adventure games where combining things in
your inventory to complete puzzles sometimes went completely out of the realm of logic? I found that Sticker Craft mostly
remained logical with its combination solutions, however some of the stickers required very farfetched combinations to unlock.
The game wasn't always consistant either; sometimes requiring you to combine two of the same sticker to unlock a larger
variant, other times not. For example the method for raft>boat was not the same as the method for boat>ship. If your answer to
both questions is a yes, then I definitely recommend Sticker Craft. But if you are seeking a puzzle game with more depth or
consistancy this is not it. If you feel unsure I'd recommend picking it up during a sale. I found the art charming and the music
relaxing, and although I had a few issues with the game as a whole, I enjoyed figuring out all the different combinations and
discovering the easter eggs.. Thought this would've been a simple but fun puzzle game where you fuse stickers to get new ones.
In the end, this is nothing more than a "click a sticker with another one and hope it's actually one of nonsensical fusions
possible. The game offers 3 hints PER DAY to help you progress. Hints show you 4 different stickers and tell you that two of
those can be fused together. Besides that, there are no way for you to know if you have fused everything with a sticker or not
(the game however tells you when you find a dead end in fusions). All in all, just stay away from this game. I've already asked
for a refund.. Like this game really good to play while watching videos.Thank you very much for making the way to delete
stickers. The art of the "Neko Girl" got me in a "sticky" situation! Hah.. Pretty unique game. You have to match two stickers to
make a new sticker. Graphics are good, music is nice, but some Gamers might get tired of it after a while. There is no tutorial,
but getting started is easy. And you do get hints through out the game. I recommend this game due to the fact that I consider it a
unique gem. 9/10.. Fun little game. Beat in about 4 hours. worth getting on sale.. This is a short and simple puzzle game, than
can be adicting, but has no replay value once completed. I finished this in a mere weekend of on and off playing, so I do advise
picking it up at a proper discount. To get an idea of what this game is : you start with 4 stickers, and you can pick any 2 of them
and combine them to unlock new stickers, untill you discovered all 120-ish of them. This game did not invent that kind of
gameplay, in fact it was Doodle God that invented it (Doodle God is free to play on facebook and HTLM, if you google for it)
so I suggest you play that free to play version first to decide if it is something for you. Once I completed Doodle God I was
thirsty for more, but there are very few games like it, Aliximy is another free to play HTLM game, that you can google for and
play. other than that nothing, untill I discovered this one. It is the first game of this type I actually paid any money for, even
though it was mere pennies, as I did it at 90% discount. See this as buying and eating a candybar from a vending machine in
your break, same price, same enjoyment, but without the extra calories.
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